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One goes on recognising the
landmarks of the predecessors.

J. Conrad

Nowadays ifone wants to restate a Marxist analysis ofow society, it has be-
come undoubtely very important to know the scientific background of Marx,s
thought. With regard to this question, we are not facing of course a mere
chapter in the history ofideas. On the contrary, we are dealing with a theory
ofthe existing social system. At stake, therefore, is the future ofthe Marxism
as a üitical tool tkough which to inter?ret capitalism, its dynamics and its
tendencies. l

In fact, as Marx himself often clearly stated, a rational interpretation of the
capitalist mode of production is impossible without a clear understanding of
its double and stratified nahre. The comprehension of this complex object
required, in fact, a subtle distinction between the ,,inner core,. and the
,,surface" of its real world, and a parallel distinction between the .,inner laws,,
ofcapital and their ,,appearances" in the sphere ofeconomy.2
Actually, in Marx's words, ,,alle Wissenschaft wäre überflüssig, wenn die Er-
scheinungsform und das Wesen der Dinge unmittelbar zusammenfielen..3.
This idea is so fundamental that Marx went so far to assert that in general
'ton der Oberfläche in die Tiefe fortzugehen ist nicht erlaubf.a. Even if we
put aside, for a moment, the conceptual problem represented by the specific
connection between the two levels of reality, a serious problem that I wi[

I Cp. for instance L. Gill, Fondements et li ites At capitalisme, BoröaL eudbec, Curada
1996.2 Cp. for instance Marx-Engels, Werkz Q[EW) 23, Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1962, p. 335;
ibid.,26.3, pp.474477, pp. 503-504; IC Mü& crundrisse der Kritik det politischen

. Okonomie.Difr.yerla& Berlio. 1974, W. 637-438.
'MEW25,p.825.
" MEw 26.3. p. 137.
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consider later on, it is evident that Marx borrows his conception of knowled-
ge from the science of his epoch. Clarifuing his interpretation of the nine-
teentl scientihc rationality thus represents a requirement for a better and
deeper comprehension of his social analysis, and in the last instance of the

modemity of his theory.
The essays collected in the volume edited by Griese and Sandkühler try ex-
actly to pursue this aim, intending to show to the reader the formation of
Marx's thought. Nevertheless, next to the interesting descriptions of the nu-
merous and various scientific sources of Marx's system of categories - from
geology to physiology, via organic chemistry, just to mention only a few5 -,
there are various misunderstandings and limits that hinder an adequate com-
prehension of certain scientifc problems and marxian concepts.

Some essays indeed clarify the complex meaning of some of Marx's basic

ideas, as that of ,Jrorl, echselbegriff'6, or stress in a correct way Marx's theo-

retical procedure in the analysis of reality, highlighting its relationship with
the conceptual constructivism of science at the time.7 Nevertheless, those

specifications proceed at tJre same pace with an interpretation of Marx's
thought in terms ofa linear process of development from his early readings to

his mature studies (from Daniels' Mikrokosmos to Carl Schorlemmels lefir-
buch of 1879).E A similar consideration forgets, first of all, that between the

two phases Marx changed his interpretation of capitalist socie§, forming a

new theory ofthis object only during the end ofthe forties. But having chan-

ged his interpretation ofthe social system, Marx must also have changed that

ofthe scientific thought ofhis time.

Secondly, this evolution of Marx's view with regard to the scientific rationali-
ty is confirmed as well by a contradiction in the main discourse of this book.

If we interpret the marxian method in a constructivist way, as the authors do,

then it becomes impossible to interpret the emergence of the new scientific

5 Cp. for instance Seungv."di Hali^, Die Metapher der fulle. Zur Rekonstruition Marxscher
epistemischer Kohteate, W.105-127; Gerd Pawelzig, Zur Stellung des Stof*echselbe-
griffs im Denken ,ron Karl Maft, pp.l29-l50; Petel. Ki)ge\ Ihnorstionen in der Geo-
logie un 1860 und die spAkn Geologie-Exzerpte von Karl Marx, pp.l5l-158; Peter

läokel, Arbeiten zur Physiologie als Quellen der Ma*schen Exzerple zur morgani-
schen und organischen Chenie, pp.l89-203.6 Cp. G. Pavrelzig, Zur Stellung, cit., pp.l35-143.7 Cp. S. Ham, Die Metapher der tulle, cit., pp.ll6-122.

3 According to Peter Krilger, for instancc, who repeats Griese's main rhesis, already in the
1840s Marx had ,,sein ktlnniges Programm natuwissenschaftlicher Studien fomuliert"
(lnnoratiohen in det Geologie, cit., pp.l52-153). Cp. also S. Har., Die Metapher det
Z?lle, cit., p.106.
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thought in terms of inductivism, as if the new logic based itself on an empi-
ricist ground.

In contrast to what Griese and Sandktihler assert, tlre ,positive Wissenschaf-
ter?"e ofthe nineteenth cenhry were not founded on the acceptance ofa phy-
sical world - a kind of tangible soil - independent of and prior to the obser-
ver, whose material the mind would elaborate conceptually. This is a simpli-
fied, and in the last instance false, representation of the historical genesis of
scientifi c rationality.
On the contrary, as I have pointed out in a previous articlero the making ofthe
new scientific thought put forward a transformation of the traditional way of
thinking in which the knowledge of reality now implied the primacy of the
subjective intellect.
In other words, with the birth ofmodem sciencerr the empirical world is both
considered internol to the mind and n ecessarily co-existen with the subject's
thought. In this complex relationship between mind and reality the mental
activity ofttre observer is the sole entity able to produce a rational knowledge
of the perceptible matter, which finally serves to the mind as a touchstone of
its correctness and reliability. Even if such a metamorphosis is a shock for
every traditional version of materialismr2, it is undoubtely a fact that cannot
be ignored if we want to understand the inherent (and not always evident)
development of science during the last century. A good proof of the incom-
prehension of that epistemological transition is given by the absolutely in-
consistent position of William Whewell within the group of inductivists John
Stuart Mill and Adolph Trendelenburg.rr While Whewell is an eminent re-
presentative ofthe new constructivist logic, he is surreptitiously transformed
by Sandkühler in a supporter of the rival point of view, with a complete re-
versal ofthe real state ofthings. In addition, a similar misleading interpretati-
on is given of another very important epistemological category. In fact, even
the "theory-laden principle" is presented as if its meaning were that: ,,es gibt
keine Tatsachen ohne Interpretation"ra. Its real logical content is instead
completely different, since that principle implies the embodiment of mind and

e H. J. §andkähler, Z* ischen Philosophiei und llissenschaften, in Ka MaB, cit., p. 45;
, ^ 

A. Giese, Die naturwissenschafilichen Srudien von Karl Morr, ibid.. pp. 1714.
'" Cp. F. Soldani, Mara and the Scientific Thought ofris fi ?, h,,Beiträge zur Marx_
, , Engels-Fonchung. Neue Folge 1997". Hamburg 1997.
" I am borrowing the definition from A. KoF{, Eudes galilöennes,Hermann, paris, 1966.
'' Cp. for iostance Sandkühlels iDteq,retation ,der marxsche Materialismus,. in his Zr!
,, scheh Philosophien und Wissenschafterr, p.56,p. 64,W.6«9,p.72, pp.75-j6,p.82.
" Cp. ibid.. p. 9, p. 52,p.7t,pp.77-78.
'" tbid,w. i2-i4.
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the disappearance of every extemal world (that is to say, outside tle obser-
ver), and consequently, among other things, the vanishing of every ontolory
or materialism. 

IJ

In point of fact, it is not easy to grasp the intrinsic nature ofthe new rationali-
ty, because its inner core is concealed by numerous and sophisticated catego-

ries that protect it from every outer or critical point of view.l6 [n any case, it
is evident that without a clear comprehension of the specific character of the

new scientific knowledge, a thorough understanding of Marx's thought be-

comes an impossible task, since his interpretation of capitalist society relies

on that.
As a matter of fact, if one interpreted the social system through the method

indicated by the Authors, there could be the risk of misunderstanding reality.

Actually, taking as a starting point of analysis ,die Aufbercitung eines um-

fangreichen empirischen Materials"rT, or believing that the science ,,ftihrt die

singulären Daten der Empirie auf ihr 'Wesen' zwücK', proceeding from fact

to theory or interpreting ,das Besonderc als Fall des Allgemeinen"rs, would

mean only filling up the mind with what Marx himself described as the

,,Erscheinungsformen des Kapitals"re.

Without a clear undentanding of the intrinsic nature of these social forms, it
would be quite illusory to maintain that ,,Wissenschaftliche Erkenntnis ist füt
[Marx] gleichbedeutend mit der Erkenntris der Fomren"2o, since those in-
stances are not simple data from which the process ofknowledge can begin in
a reliable way. On the contmqr, as Marx explained, those forms (from the

capitalist as agent of capital to the wage-worker) are only elements derived

from and dependent on their specific process of formation: ,Bs ist aber in den

letzten, vermitteltesten Formen - in Formen, worin zugleich die Yemittlung
nicht nur unsichtbar sondern ihr direlaes Gegenteil auJgespro-

chen ist, daß die Gestalten des Kapitals als wirkliche Agentien und unmittel-
bare Träger der Produktion erscheinen"2r.

l5 I have explained the complex meaning ofthis idea, and the consequencBs involved in it,
in fiy Sistemi di conoscenza e Poterc ella socield capitalistica,PellicaDi Editore, Ro-
Ea, 1997. Cp. also F. Varelq The Enbodied Mind- Cognirive Science and Hurnan Ex-
perie ce,l.l{lT Press,Cambddge (Mass,), 1991,

16 I have üdicated some of these categories in my Sisretni di conoscenza e Potere nella
socield capitalistica, already cited.

t1 A..c./je'€, Die naturwissenschaßlichen Studien roh Ka Man, cit., p.29, w.l9-20.
18 H. J. sandkäl cr, zreischen Philosophien und Naturwissenschqfrei, cit., w.7o-71.
re cp. MEw 26.3, cit., p.454,
20 A. Giese, Die nattwissenschallichen Studien wn Ka Marx, cil-, p.29.
2' MEw 26.3, cit., pp.503-504; iralics mine.
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The fundamental character of these institutions - peßonified as independent
personalities or considered as economic categories (prices, profits, etc.) -
implied their double appearance in the social setting. In fact they are results
ofcapital and at the same time prerequisites of it. Die Formen, or to be more
precise, ,rose forms, are the mediation through which capital as such gives a

determined shape to reality and creates its own history. As Marx affrrms
again:,,die kapitalistische Produktionsweise sich in den von ihr selbst ge-
schaftren Gestalten bewegt und diese, ihr Resultat, im prozess der Repro-
dukion, ihr ebensosehr als fertige Voraussetzungen gegenübertreten. Als
solche bestimmen sie praktisch das Tun und Treiben der einzelnen Kapitali-
sten etc., gebe die Motive her, wie sie als solche in ihrem Bewußtsein sich
widerspiegeln"z.
It is therefore impossible, in the analysis of the social world, to start from
these Momente, since they are essentially forms of manifestation of a diffe-
rent foundation. Their apparent natural or given aspect23 is precisely what
transforms their existence into a mystery that must be clarified by science2a.
Since their ,,reale Formbestimmtheit ist ausgelöscht..25, the revealing of their
,,inner or hidden connection"26 is an essential presupposition oftheir effective
comprehension. Without that, the so-called knowledge of reality will always
be a mere descripti on of Erscheinungsformm, never a clear understanding of
their origins from a deeper cause. As stated by Marx: .,Von der Oberfläche in
die Tiefe fortzugehn ist nicht erlaubt"27.
tlaving dealt with this fundamental problem elsewhere, I do not want to insist
here on it28. However, two facts are evident. Neither the logic of science nor
the complex nature of capitalist society are understandable with the explana-
tion given by the Authors. On the contrary, the interpretation of both is quite
misleading, insofar as it makes it impossible to explain the real nature oftho-
se objects. Neither the ,,empirischer Realismus,. ascribed to Marx, nor the

..2 lbid., p.+u 6.

' Cp, ibid., p.503: ,,Der Bürger sieht, daß das produkt b€st?indig produktionsbedingung
wüd. Aber er sieht ch! daß di€ Prcduktionsverhältnisse selbst, die gesellschaftliihen
Formen, in denen er produziert und die ihm als gegebne, naülrliche Verhältnisse er-
scheineD, das beständige Produkt - utrd nur darum die beständige Volaussetzung - die-
ser spezifi sch gesellschafllichen Produhionsweise sind".

' cp. r,ßw 23. cit., p.564.

'r tbid., 26.3, p.452.
zo mia., p.SO+.
27 lbid., p.li7.
28 Cp. F. Soldani, Il cristallo e l'organitrno. Natura e strutwa del modo di produzione

copitalistico, Edrzioru Punto Rosso, Milano, 1994.
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,togik der Tatsachen" ascribed to science2e are concepts able to bring to light
Marx's more complex and sophisticated thought, or the intemal process of
development ofcontemporary scientific rational§, given that botl categories

are simply mistaken.

First, it is impracticable, and rather misguiding, to interpret the intrinsic evo-

lution of Marx's thought as a straight line, proceeding from the critic ofthe so

called Hegel's idealism to ,,einet reqlistischen Ontologie als der Grundlage

einer empirischen Methode'3o. This is completely untrue. As a matter of fact,

what Marx is thinking during the forties does not coincide with his mature

thought. On the contrary, between the two periods a new conception of the

capitalist mode of production will take shape (as I have tried to show) that

has nothing to do with the previous formulation of it, or with a naive interPre-

tation of the empirical world as a primary or absolute reality. Moreover,

Marx's critic of Hegel's idealism is quite wrong as well3r, and this for two

reasons. Not only did Hegel himself demonstrate the intrinsic mediated na-

ture ofthe social reality (its not autonomous nahüe), but he is also a forerun-

ner of the emergent scientific rationality, insofar as at least he mantains a

constructivist point of view in the analysis of society32. There is no such a

thing as the ,Iogik der Idee" on Hegel's side, or an empiricist point of view
as,das methodologische Ideal wissenschaftlicher Objektivitäf'33 on the

2e Cp. H. J. Sandkähler, Zt'ischen Philosophieh Md Wissenschaften cit.,p.71,p.82.
3o Cp. ibid., p. 65, p. 68, pp. 71-74, pp. 8c_{.2 S. Han, Der Metapher der Zelle, cit., pp.

107-108, pp. ll9-122:, M, Koah, Karl Ma* und die Natuneisseßchofen, in Katl
Marx, cit., pp. 215-216.I Acnrally, Mao has not completely undeßtood Hegel's doctrine, and his interpretation of
the speculative logic, iffollowed in a slavish way, is rather misleading. It is impossible

to identiry Hegel's thought with a simple idealistic System. The question is more com-
plex than Marx expected. As regards this problem, we can apply Marx's aphorism to
himself: on the impossibility of basing one's opinion of an individual oo ,,*as es sich

selbst düDk" (MEW 13, cit., p. 9).
r2 Cp. for instance my Sistemi di conoscerua e Polere nella societd capitalktica, cit., pp.

73-t72.
33 H. J. sandkühler, zrrischen Philosophien und Vissehschofien,ciL, p. 75. Or this matter,

it is really instructive to compare Feyerabend's and Popp€ls points ofview, i.e. §1o oP
posite philosophies of science. The former affrms that ,,there is no such thiog as ob
jective truth" (cp. Falewell to Reason,Yetw, London, 1987, p. 80); the latter says that
objective truth and validity are,fegulative ideas", that is to say observels assunptions
(cp. Knovledge and the Boü-Mihd Problem. In Defence of lhteraclior,, Routledge,
London, 1994, pp. 90-91). The new epistemological tendency was already at work even

in the scientific works of J. Herschel (cp. for instance his Essiys Itom thc Edinburgh
and Quarterly Reviews, Inndon, 1857), and will be explicity formulated, among otheß,
by J. Stallo: cp. his lre Concepts and meories of Modem Physics,l-Drdon, 1890 (fi§t
edition 1862).
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scientific side. Neither of these objects actually exist; particularly the latter
does not given that, from the nineteenth cenhrry to the present scientific ra-

tionality has progressively transformed itself in an autopoietic system of
thought or constructivist theory of knowledgera. In this sense, a conflict in
Marx's thought between ,,die Ideale einer empirischen Methodologie nach

dem Muster der Naturwissenschaften und ein metaphysisches Substanz-
Denken"l5 never existed. It is only a mlth without any basis, similar to
knowledge without the observer.

ln other words, there is not any contradiction between Hegel's thought and
the scientifrc method really dominant, both because the Hegelian logic has

nothing to do with the traditional description of it, and because, similarly, the
scientifrc way of knowing does not correspond at all to Sandkühler's re-
presentation of it. After all, in both paradigms knowledge emerges from our
conceptual activity, which then will find or not a confirmation in the sensible
world. This corroboration or refutation assumes in any case a specific profile
today. As a matter of fact, both in the analysis of socies and in the study of
nature what is compared are always systems of knowledge, or rival para-
digms. In this view, with regard to science, what grows, changes and mod!
fies itself are always our formal concepts, t}re spiral-like evolution of our
thought. The physical world is only distinct from us, and plays no role in the
definition ofour learning: it is only the touchstone of our theories. In a simi-
lar way, social theory, dealing with so called facts, relates itselfonly to other
conceptual interpretations, to different, and in conflict, rational explanations
of society. Even the distinction between mind and reality, mantained by
science, disappears here, since the system ofrelationships among individuals
is an effect oftheir rational behavior, a complex object identical per natura to
their political or intentional actions36.

From this double standpoint, it is evident that it is impossible to speak of
,,einer Wirklichkeit, die für uns wß durch zns erkannt und gestaltet wird.,3?,

n Cp. for instance F. Yatel4 Principles of Biological Autonony, North Holland, New
York, 1979; H. Maturana snd F; Varel4 The Tree of Knowledge. The Biological Roots
of Human Understanding, New Science Library, Boston, 1987; E. von Glasersfeld, Ire

- - Consttuction of Kttot kdg?, lnterysrems Publicatioos. Salinas, U.S.A., 1988.
" This thesis is presenl throughout the volume: Karl Marx, cit., pp, 9-10, p. 40, p. 51, pp.

5G57, p. 65, p. 67-11, pp. 7314, 9. 78, pp. 80-82, pp. 107-108, pp. tt9-122, pp.
2t5-216.

36 
Cp. ay Sistemi di conoscenzs e Potere hella societd capitalistica, particularly Chapter

.- seven. Section 9: /, co ntrollo empirico delle teotie sociali. cit., pp. 663-587.
" H. J. Sandkuhler, Zwischen Philosophien uhd Vissenschaf,en, cit., p. 62. Cp. also ibid.,

pp. 48-50, pp. 62-63, pp . 65-7 l, W. ?3-7 4.
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or of a natural world ,,außer [uns] und unabhängig von [uns]"3E, since these

two presuppositions have been completely transformed by the intemal evolu-
tion of scientific rationality iself, particularly during this century. There is
not any ontological foundation of our theories, or such a thing like ,,ein Rea-
lismus, der dra Päri nomene rettef'3e .

From these results it becomes evident that even Marx's emphasis on the
Analogie or Vergleich between the social process of development and the
natural laws of the physical world, upon which the Authors insist so much{,
must be explained in a different way. First ofall, with this comparison Marx
wished to place himself against every form of speculative reasoning
(political, philosophical, theological, or whatever), postulating the existence

of an intrinsic objective engine for the capitalist mode of production specifi-
cally distinct from the subjective mind (utopian programs, political doctrines
or philosophical systems). In tlte second place, in so doing Marx was convin-
ced to make use of a basic idea of the scientific thought of the time: the

lawlike character of events, the causal structure of the world, the so-called
Laws ofNatureal.

r3 A. Griese. Die Narrrwissenschoftlichen Studien von Ka Marx,cit.,p.18.
" H. J. Sandkuhler, Zl" ischen Philosophien ünd Vissenschatrei, cit, p. 73. It is htercstiog

to consider, briefly, how some eminent scientists expressed their point of view on this
problem. Cp. for instance H. Poincard, La valeur de la science, P?4is, 1925, p.276:

,,Toul ce qui n'est pas pensC€ est le pur ndant; puisque nous ne pouvons penser que la
p€nsde et que tous les mots dont nous disposons pour pader des choses oe peuveot ex-
primer que des pensdes; die qu'il y a autre chose que la peosdr, c'est donc une affirma-
tion qui ne p€u1 avoi! de sens"; A. Eddington, ,ly'ey Pathwdys in Science, Camtfidge
Univeßity Press, 1935, pp.280-288: ,,Mind is the fimt and most direct thing in oul ex-
perience; all else is remote inferenc€"; E. Schtidinger, What ß Life?, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1992, p.951 ,iAdmittedly ou sellse perceptions constitute our sole know-
ledge about things. This objective world remains a h),pothesis, however natural'. Need-
less to say that, as explained by William Whewell, ,,the philosophy of sciellc4 is to be
extracted ftom science" (Theory of Scientilic Method, Haok€t" Indiaoapolis, 1989,
p.266). Cp. also M. Schlick, Philosophical Papers, troltxlile II (1925-1936), Reidel,
Dordrecht, 1979, pp. 152-153: ,,Scie ific inquiry does not talk about philosophy, but
bears it within itself'.

a0 Cp. A. Griese, Die -ly'at ur*ßsewchaflichen Studien ton Karl Marx, cit., pp. 30-36; H.
J. Saudlrltl er, Zwisclren Philosophien und Wissenschafen, cit., pp. 57-59, W. 67-48,
pp.75-76, p.80; S. Han, Die Metapher der Zelle, pp. 11G120, p. 122, p. 125; M.
Koch, Ka Marx und die NaturwissenschaJlerr, clt., W.216-217.ar Cp. for instance the opinions of two scientists well known to Marx: J. Henchel, Ersays

fom the Edinburgh and Suarterly Reyiew§,Ißrr.dolr, 1857, pp, 365-374, W, 67H77;
T. H. Huxley, Scierc? and Hebrew Tradition, Irndon, 1893, pp. 4g9i id., Dsrvtinio-
na, London, 1899, pp. 358-376.

Franco Soldani
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Of course, he was wrong in considering society as a complex system go-

vemed by necessary or deterministic laws, since the science ofthe epoch will
discover very soon the real aspect of that principle, declaring it an epistemo-

logical assumption of the observer, a concept assumed by our thought

without any effective (or controllable) reality. Marx, as it is clear, interpreted

the changing logic of science of his epoch in an unilateral way, without noti
cing the tendencies then emerging. In any case, it is also evident that the idea

in question has another meaning, more sophisticated than the other, insofar as

at least it explains a hidden mechanism ofthe capitalist society.

The ,,bürgerlichen Formen der Produllion"42 are in fact presented by Marx,

especially in opposition to the timeless ideology of political economy, as

,Jnaterielle Gesetze" arising from the nahral necessity of production, social

forms or Formen that in this sense ,,vo[ Willen, Politik usw. unabhdn§g
sind'13. lf the economists, as usual, interpreted them as ,,l,laturformen"
without history, it is impossible for Marx, of course, to represent them in a
similar way, as if they were necessary laws reflecting the order of Nature.

Their conceptual content, actually, is completely different. The problem here

is that they are historical forms which at the same time appear to be witlout
any social rooting{.
When Marx speaks oftheir materiality he refers to their essential character of
elements without cause and origins, existing in the world by virtue of their
self-referring nature. They are, of course, effects of the capitalist mode of
production, of an historical society, and in this sense they are socially pre-

formed. Nevertheless, they simultaneously appear to the subjects' conscious-

ness as unfounded entities with no relationship to a definite social system.

They are dependent on and at the same time independent from theiu ,trinzip
[...] überall bestimmend'4s. This double character is the way they present

themselves in giving society a specific organization.

Insofar as they are historical forms, products ofa determined social structure,

they derive from the intrinsic dynamics of capital. Insofar as they are natural

forms and autonomous institutions (market, competition, technology, and so

on) they are independent from the consciousness of individuals; otherwise, if
they are considered as subjects or social classes, they appear as unfounded

a2 l',tEw 26.1, cit., p.12.
ar Ibid.; cp. also the descriptioo of the russian reviewer of Dss Kspital, with whom Marx

agees, MEW 23, p. 26.{ Cp. for iostancr Msrx's description of their simultaneous twcfaced aspect: MEW 23,
cit., p. 551.

nt lbid., p.4t5.
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entities ruled only by their own rationality. In other words, every element of
this complex mediation represents its dependence on the inner logic ofcapital
through its baseless existence. As modes of expression of capital they are
active instances from which everything begins and from which even the hi-
story of society arises.

T'bese Formen are completely different from mere deterministic tendencies
stuck in our social system, or capitalist reality. They are precisely those forms
appearing ,,ohne alle Yermittlungl'46, that Marx presented as the typrical pre-
requisites ofthe production process, ofthe entire capitalist societyaT.
From this point of view, it is another serious mistake to reduce Marx's
thought to a kind of philosophy of historya8, since a step tike this makes it
impossible to understand the intemal complexity ofhis theory (or theories, as

there are in Marx's thought many themes), which is well beyond that simpli-
fied interpretation. When Marx describes the economic law of motion ofmo-
dern society, or the evolution of the economic formation of society as ,,ein
naturgeschichtlicher Prozeß"4e, for instance, he is using a logically complex
idea, with a plural§ of conceptual contents, one of which, and the most im-
portant, is precisely that of ,,verschwundene Vermittlung!,5o.
It must be bom in mind that when Marx speaks of ,Natugesetzen der kapita-
listischen Produktion"sr, he presents tlem as ,,Gesetze.. working with ..eheme

Notwendigkeit" and simultaneously as ,,Tendenzen,. of the same process. In
other words, lhe Naturgeseaen of capitalist society are at the same time
social laws and tendencies. Their double character is precisely what expresses
their complex nature, which can be resumed in three main points: l. conside-
red in their essential unity those laws, according to Marx, refuted every kind
of speculative thought (political or philosophical), assuming on the contrary
the existence of an immanent social mechanism determining the entire dy-
namics of capital; 2. like the presupposed order ofNature, they described the
intemal functioning of a social system, giving it, apparently, a typical ob.
jective aspect, parallel to that ofthe physical world; 3. finally, and more rele-

a6 Ibid.,26.3, p.484; iralics mine.
a7 Cp. again ibid., p.504: ,,Sie sind die lht naturgemliß, narügeschichtlich vorüandnel

Formen, und in ihrer Erscheinung aufder Oberfläche ist sie selbst [die KotrkurretE] nur
_^ die Bewegung dieser verkefuten Welf (italics mine).ot Cp. H. J. Sandktthler, Zwischen Philosophien und li4ssenschafien, cit. pp. g-l0, pp. ?3-

74, pp. 80-81.
oe MEw 23, cit., p.16.
t0 Cp. G.W.F. Hegel. Wksenschofr det Logik,II, Suhrkamp, FrankfrIt & M., 1986, p.l2l;

italics mine.
5r MEw 23, cit., p.12.
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vant, they explained the constitutive mediated nature both of the chief eco-

nomic institutions of society and of the social intellect, showing how the ra-

tional action of the social classes expresses only the inner nature of the capi-

talist mode of production52.

In spite of the limits indicated, some articles of the book, such as those by

Pawelzig, Krüger, Jäckel, and Han, are very interesting insofar as they let us

know better the scientists studied by Marx, or with whom Marx in any case

came into contact. This problem, actually, is one of the most important for a

clear understanding of Marx's thought, and consequently for the comprehen-

sion of capitalist society, since the logic of science has a subtle link with the

way of functioning of this social system. For obvious reasons, I cannot dwell
here on this subject-matter. I would like only to conclude with some further,

and final, comments.

It would appear that, the relationship between Marx and the sciences of his

epoch has four aspects. His interpretation of science proceeded through: 1.

metaphors; 2. analogies; 3. concepts; 4. judgements. It goes without saying
that each one represents a kind ofpuzzle, since each poilt needs a particular,

and very specific, explanation of its meaning on both sides, the scientific
content of the category used from time to time by him and tlre personal mea-

ning attached to it by Marx. For instance, when Marx, in the Grundrrsse, uses

Lyell's methodological principle53 he ascribes a different sense to it, in this
way changing its original content. While Lyell adopted his criterion (,,the

present is the key to the past") in reason of the fact that the causes of the
actual working of the earth were, in principle, unobservable, Marx uses it to
explain Formen's double (ambiguous) nature. In other words, Marx uses

Lyell's idea with a distinct meaning, transforming a definite scientific concept
in an explanation ofa different object, the capitalist society, inevitably giving
the idea another semantic content. And this happens probably for a good deal
of other elements: from the scientific category of ,,metamorphosis" to that of
,,geological formation", and so on.

From this standpoint, Marx's complex scientific background can be dealt with
accurately and thoroughly. The conception in question is in fact an intricate
one, since it is always necessaxy to be aware that at times Marx is studing an

52 Cp. ibid., 25, p.219 ,,Die fertige Gestalt der ökonomischen Verhältnisse, wie sie sich
auf der Oberfläche zeigq in ihrer realen Existenz, urtd daher auch in den Vorstellugen,
worin die Träger und Agenten dieser Verhältnisse sich über dieselben klarzuwerden su-
chen, sind sehr verschieden von, und in der Tat verkeblt, gegensätzlich zu ihrer irmem,
wesentlichen, aber verh{illten Kemgestalt und dem ihr ensprechenden Begriff'.

5r Cp. for instance my Marx and the sciehtilic thought of his iime, dready cited.
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object which is more complex than he thought it was. An example may well
be the science ofhis time. Moreover, it is indispensable continually to inquire
as to the specific meaning that Marx gives to his social concepts. In fact, he
was examining a determined society, a specific mode of production that re-
quired a particular system of knowledge in order to be explained. Disco-
vering Marx's scientific constellation, together with a reconsideration of the
scientific rationality of that time, and reinterpreting his theory (and its logical
complexity) are after all closely connected tasks.
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